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Publishing
Publishing policy


The Prevention Centre’s funding partners must be acknowledged in all communications. Where practical and
appropriate, this acknowledgement will include publishing the logos of each of the funding partners.
The Australian Prevention Partnership Centre is funded by the NHMRC, Australian Government Department of Health,
ACT Health, Cancer Council Australia, NSW Ministry of Health, Wellbeing SA, Tasmanian Department of Health, and
VicHealth. The Prevention Centre is administered by the Sax Institute.
Image of Funding Partners logo placement, available from the website, here

Administered by

Journal articles and other research outputs
Journal articles require a specific acknowledgement as do literature reviews, policy briefs, short reports, evidence
summaries, and all other Prevention Centre research outputs. While it is good research practice to do this, it is also
a courtesy to our funders who have invested significantly in prevention research. The agreed wording is listed below
for both NHMRC-funded projects and MRFF-funded projects. If you have any questions regarding this disclosure,
please get in touch with us before submitting any manuscripts for publication.
NHMRC-funded projects
This research was supported by The Australian Prevention Partnership Centre through the NHMRC partnership centre
grant scheme (Grant ID: GNT9100003) with the Australian Government Department of Health, ACT Health, Cancer
Council Australia, NSW Ministry of Health, Wellbeing SA, Tasmanian Department of Health, and VicHealth.
It is administered by the Sax Institute.

MRFF-funded projects
Funding for this research has been provided from the Australian Government’s Medical Research Future
Fund (MRFF). The MRFF provides funding to support health and medical research and innovation, with
the objective of improving the health and wellbeing of Australians. MRFF funding has been provided to
The Australian Prevention Partnership Centre under the MRFF Boosting Preventive Health Research
Program. Further information on the MRFF is available at www.health.gov.au/mrff
Download a copy of our Publishing Policy here for more detailed acknowledgment statements.
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Branding
Logo use

cmyk logo with tag main use

cmyk logo with out tag

X

X

Colour use

Black 70%
HEX 4D4D4D
RGB 26 24 24

C76 Y66
PMS 3405
HEX 2CAA6E
RGB 44 170 110

M10 Y100
PMS 109
HEX FFD66E
RGB 255 214

C50 Y100
PMS 368
HEX 80BD26
RGB 128 189 38

C100 M55 Y62
PMS 323
HEX 00595C
RBG 0 89 92

Font use
Corporate font

Standard styles

Helvetica Light
Helvetica Regular
Helvetica Medium

Main heading helvetica med 24pt
Subheading style helvetica light 18pt
Body copy style 10pt on 14 Body copy style 10pt on 14. Body
copy style 10pt on 14 Body copy style 10pt on 14. Body copy

NOTE: When the Helvetica font family is unavailable, use Arial as an alternative.
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Editorial
Editorial guidelines
The Prevention Centre follows the Sax Institute’s editorial style guide. For a copy, contact the Communications team at
preventioncentre@saxinstitute.org.au

Prevention Centre-specific style tips
When shortening our full name, avoid the acronym TAPPC and use the Prevention Centre. The strategy
behind this approach is to build recognition of the Prevention Centre brand as we aspire to being known
as the ‘go-to’ place for chronic disease prevention research.
When using the Prevention Centre’s full name, always capitalise the T, even within a sentence.
For example, The Sax Institute administers The Australian Prevention Partnership Centre (the Prevention Centre).

Grammar gremlins
		Use			
		chronic disease 		

Avoid

non-communicable disease (NCD)
		preventive		preventative
		
Prevention Centre
TAPPC

Referencing
The Prevention Centre follows the Vancouver system. However, as within all referencing systems, there are variations.
Contact the Prevention Centre’s Communications team with any editorial style queries:
preventioncentre@saxinstitute.org.au
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Corporate
Corporate templates
The Prevention Centre has a suite of branded PowerPoint slides for presentations as well as Word templates for
final research reports, with inbuilt style sheets to make formatting easier. They include:
PowerPoint presentations
• Standard format (4:3): Recommended for multi-purpose content displayed on different platforms and to be
printed as documentation
• 	 Wide format (16:9): Recommended for highly visual content only displayed on a screen, such as for a 		
keynote or conference presentations.
Regardless of what size you are using, always make sure you plan ahead to ensure you are familiar with the setup
used and what aspect ratio a specific projector (or webinar system if you are presenting online) can support.
Word templates
•	 Report-style templates that include copyright information, cover design and style sheets customised to
the Prevention Centre’s requirements.
If you are unsure of the most appropriate template or looking for something more specific, contact our
communications team at preventioncentre@saxinstitute.org.au
Download a Prevention Centre template pack (4.0 MB).
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